
Year 9 Geographical Skills
4-figure grid reference

6-figure grid reference

Big Ideas

Place - what makes a location Scale - local, national, global Processes - how things work Change - how things become different 

Command Words
Explain- Set out purpose or reason
Calculate- Work out a value of 
something
Define- Specify meaning
Justify- Judge from available 
evidence
Discuss- Support with a case of 
evidence
Evaluate- Strengths and 
weaknesses of an idea
Outline- Set out main 
characteristics 



Contour map and topographic profile Spot Height: Shown on the map as a black dot with the height written next to it. 
Gives the exact height above sea level of a particular location or feature.
Contour Lines: Joins points of equal height above sea level. Every point along the 
line has the same value.
Contour Pattern: The spacing of the contours (lines) on the map shows the 
steepness of slopes. Close together means that area is steep, widely spaced lines 
indicate that area is very flat. The space also represents the shape of the slope; 
when the spacing reading from high to low decreases, the slope is convex (curved 
like a circle). When the spacing lines reading from high to low increases, the slope is 
concave (curves in like a cave). 
Layer Colouring: Involves colouring the area between selected contours in different 
colours. When it is used in combination with spot heights, and sometimes landform 
shading, layer contouring can tell you a good deal about the shape of the land.
Landform Shading: Colours can be used on maps, with colours darkening as 
elevation (height) increases (image below).
Aspect: Refers to the direction that a slope faces. The aspect of a particular slope 
can be determined by examining the height and pattern of contour lines.

Spot Colour Contour

Measuring Distance

Scale: The Ratio of the distance on a map to the real life distance. 
There are two different ways of showing it: 
1. A scale line
2. Use ‘:’ which means ‘represents  


